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Vienna’s museums enter the digital fast lane 

 

The City of Vienna is funding innovative digitalisation projects by Viennese 

museums  

 

Vienna’s museums are currently working on trendsetting digital solutions for the future. 

The museums are receiving support from the City of Vienna to enable them to apply 

digital technologies such as virtual and augmented reality to breathe new life into their 

exhibition spaces. With the funding programme “Culture & Technology: Focus Museum” 

launched by the Vienna Business Agency, four Viennese museums will now receive up to 

100,000 euros per submitted project. The projects are designed to enable the museums to 

engage with their audience more effectively and build lasting ties. 

 

The newly created funding model has encouraged Viennese museums to submit their 

projects to the Vienna Business Agency in partnership with companies from the creative 

industries and the technology sector for the first time this year, where they will be 

subjected to the critical scrutiny of an international jury of experts. Digital museum 

collections revolve around the transfer of knowledge – cultural achievements should not 

be lost just because they have been overtaken by technological developments. 

 

“With this new funding programme, we have created a model that will benefit the entire 

city and its visitors. These digital solutions for museum collections, exhibitions and cultural 

education programmes will help to raise the international profile of Vienna’s museums and 

open up new, digital-savvy target groups. At the same time, we are seeing the emergence 

of strong partnerships with businesses, which will place the innovative range of Vienna’s 

creative industries in the global spotlight,” says Peter Hanke, Vienna’s City Councillor for 

Economic Affairs.  

 

Bringing historical clocks to life 

The Clock Museum was awarded funding for its escape game “The Curse of Precision”. 

The game uses augmented reality and “real life” elements to illustrate the history of 

timekeeping. The museum’s exhibits are brought to life, allowing visitors to see the 

clockwork mechanisms in action while learning all about the history of time.  

 

Museum director Matti Bunzl comments: “We are always looking for new ways to reach 

out to Vienna’s residents and find exciting and accessible formats for them to engage with 

the history of their city”. The Curse of Precision is scheduled to start in autumn 2024. 

 

Three more museums have also been awarded funding: The Museum für Angewandte 

Kunst (MAK, Museum of Applied Arts) is introducing “MAK DAO”, which is based on 
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blockchain technologies and will allow its audience to actively shape decision-making 

processes, the Technisches Museum Wien (Vienna Museum of Technology) will create a 

new collection dedicated to Austrian gaming culture since the 1980s and open it up to the 

public, and the Österreichisches Filmmuseum (Austrian Film Museum) aims to preserve 

private film footage of Vienna for posterity with “Abenteuer Alltag” (Adventures in 

Everyday Life). 

 

“The concepts submitted by the museums show us how digital technologies can support 

people and make their lives easier. We are not interested in digitalisation for its own sake, 

but as a way to engage the audience on a sustainable and inclusive basis,” says Gerhard 

Hirczi, Managing Director of the Vienna Business Agency.  
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